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I apologize in advance if this is not the fanciest report out there. I prefer to focus 
spending time on writing more in depth quality content then filling the report with fancy 
graphics. 
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Privacy Policy 
 
No part of this guide may be reproduced in any way without written consent from myself. 
You do not have any Resale Rights, Master Resale Rights or Private Label rights to this 
report.  
 
This report is intended for you and you only. You have personal rights to this report and 
can not share this around at all. With that being said I know some people will try to share 
this around. I strongly urge you not to share this as it will make it harder for yourself 
when utilizing this method. 
 
I am in no way affiliated with any sites mentioned in this report. 
 
All monetary values that have been claimed in this report have been made and by myself 
and I do not guarantee that you will make it. But I do say that you have all the resources 
here and if you are willing to dedicate time to this method you will earn money online. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What this report is about. 
 
In this report I will be discussing the website www.LivePerson.com and how I have made 
thousands of dollars from it. I will be providing you with my whole arsenal of methods 
and tricks that can teach you how to make some easy money online from Live Person by 
just sitting at your computer typing a few hours a day. 
 
Also please do not sign up to LivePerson until you have read the full report. This will 
give you all the details you need for signing up with a successful profile. However I do 
recommend you spend 2 minutes now just visiting the site and having a quick skim over 
the site. 
 
 
So what is LivePerson.com ? 
 
Live Person is a site based on connecting people who need help in some area with 
“experts” who are people that can provide them with help for a fee. The site uses instant 
messaging type software for communication between the two parties involved. 
 
So how is this profitable to us? 
 
Well as I mentioned before experts charge a fee for their services. The fee ranges from 
50c a minute to $20 a minute. With their being thousands of clients for experts on both 
sides of the line. 
 
If you can imagine for just giving advice to people you can make a minimum of $30 an 
hour ( providing that you have customers for the duration of a whole hour ). 
 
$30 isn’t bad at all considering you are just sitting at your desk typing. Also giving 
advice is easy. Im sure that most of you do it on a daily basis at WarriorForum. So why 
not make some extra cash doing so. 
 
And on the other side there are people charging up to $20 a minute for their advice. And 
they are getting thousands of customers. ( Some have over 11,000 thus far ). Can you 
imagine that, $1200 an hour for guidance and advice. 
 
Personally during peak traffic times on Live Person I make around $100-$200 an hour. I 
typically talk for around half an hour in total during that hour and I charge between $3-7 
per minute. Depending on the category I am in. I will explain pricing and categories quite 
soon. 
 
I would like to add that this is not a setup now and get rich system. It does provide work 
and in the startup it can be quite difficult as you do need to get some reviews before you 
start finding a steady flow of customers. 
 
 



Creating a Successful Profile on Live Person 
 
There is a lot of psychology needed in Live Person in respect to being successful. 
However I have discovered all the secrets and am providing them to you here so that you 
can venture into Live Person and be successful too. 
 
Choosing the category for where you want to give advice. 
 
You can work in more than one category on Live Person. But to start of with I 
recommend that you just stick with 1 ( feel free to venture into different sub categories ) 
and get used to the Live Person system and how it works. 
 
The category you choose to work in will determine how much you make per minute. As 
different areas have different monetary values. 
 
Ultimately if you want to be successful in Live Person you need to enter an area that you 
yourself are knowledgeable in and feel comfortable talking to others about. This is the 
key thing you should work at. Not the monetary value as all area’s are very profitable on 
Live Person. Everyone is good at something and I know you all are. So just dig for that 
area of expertise that you have and offer to other people. 
 
The Monetary Values of the different categories. 
 
I have compiled for you a table of the different categories in Live Person and the average 
pay rate that you can expect from these categories. These are for main categories. If you 
dive further into the sub categories you may find higher prices. 
 

Catergory Average Price per Minute ( $ ) 
Spirituality and Religion 10-20 

Arts and Creative Services 0.50-3.00 
Business and Finance 0.50-3.00 
Coaching and Personal Development 0.50-2.15 
Computers and Programming 0.50-1.25 
Education and Tutoring 0.50- 2.00 
Health and Medicine. 0.50-3.00 
Home and Leisure 1.00-3.00 

 
Legal Services 0.50-3.00 

 
Professional Counseling 1.00-3.00 
Shopping and Style 2.00 ( only 1 person doing it via live instant 

messaging chat at the moment. ) 
Social Media People only communicating via email 
Other N/A Not a specific category. 



So as you can see most categories have people working at minimum price per minute, 
which is still profitable. But it means that you will not be able to charge the sun and the 
moon. Unless you go into the spirituality and religion area, which in fact has the most 
customers. 
 
Creating your profile. 
 
When you sign up to Live Person you will first sign up for a regular account and then 
sign up for an experts account. 
 
Do you want to be yourself? 
 
This is a key question you need to ask yourself. As I am a fan of pure whitehat internet 
marketing. I stay as myself and only use real details. But Live Person does not do a check 
on any information you submit such as personal details and degrees. So the option is 
there for creating a fake profile. I am not promoting this. But saying the option is there. 
 
This is because different sections have different sexist views. Females are more trusted in 
areas like spirituality and religion and also shopping and style. But males are more 
trusted in areas like finance and legal services. It basically comes down to stereotyping. 
 
Description: 
 
Make sure that you description is informative and you can get your key points across in 
the short space you have. 
 
In this area you will mention your degrees and why people should pick you. 
 
Do not use all caps but you can use capital words to emphasize key areas. But remember 
as the internet goes it makes it look like you are shouting. 
 
Every letter is important. So do not put any un relevant information in this area. 
 
Photo: 
 
The photo is very important. If you want to be successful on Live Person you must have a 
photo. 
 
Fake or Real. A photo is a key factor in Live Person for becoming a trusted individual. 
There is also a lot of psychology behind the photo. You must look warm and inviting and 
not sad/angry/miserable in any way. You also must be dressed appropriately. For 
example no one is going to trust someone who looks like a homeless person are they? 
 
 
 
 



Degrees: 
 
Make sure you utilize this field. Put in any degree you have. As these will all help with 
attracting new customers. 
 
If you are using a fake profile, then make sure you do not overdo it with degrees. Put in a 
few that are similar to each other so that you can make yourself look realistic. 
 
On your profile page however. Make sure that your write quite a lot about yourself, your 
experiences and your skills. Have a look at the featured experts on the frontpage if you 
are unsure. 
 
How to make yourself stand out as trustworthy. 
 
Please note that the information presented now is not in anyway deemed at making racist 
or sexist comments. But this is just facts that I have found from experimenting on Live 
Person. 
 
Depending on the category you choose there is usually a trust factor that revolves within 
that category. This is to do with stereotyping and the default thoughts of the human mind. 
 
For example: 
 
Males are seen as more knowledgeable and trustworthy in the fields of things like IT, 
Finance, social media and legal services. 
 
Where as Females are seen as more knowledgeable and trustworthy in the fields of 
spirituality, religion, home and leisure, shopping and style, health and art. 
 
Other categories is a bit of a mix of the two. 
 
Peoples race is also a factor. Indians are trusted as knowledgeable people in such fields as 
IT and science, maths and other more academic ranging categories. 
 
Whereas Caucasians are trusted more with things like home and leisure and fashion, legal 
services and spirituality and religion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Skills that you will need to work on  
 
In this line of business typing speed is essential. You need to be able to touch type ( type 
without looking at the keyboard ) and type with both hands. This is to ensure that you can 
type at a maximum speed when communicating with your customers. So that they get the 
most out of your service. People will not use experts who take a long time to type as they 
are losing money. 
 
Therefore you will need to take some typing tests if you are not fluent with touch typing. 
A simple Google search of typing tests can bring many helpful results. A few hours spent 
will equal a lot more money. 
 
Also you will need to be able to communicate in the English language fluently. You do 
not want to hinder your communication at all with bad spelling or confusing sentences 
that do not make sense. 
 
You must be able to provide help in the area that you have chosen. If you need to refresh 
your mind, the easiest way is too simply download a free pack of PLR articles about your 
chosen area and have a quick skim read over those. 
 
Using the Live Person Messenger. 
 
All the details of the messenger can be found at this page: 
http://www.liveperson.com/professional/software-download.aspx 
 
Basically it’s a desktop version of their messenger so that you can communicate with 
customers a lot easier and more efficiently. Installation instructions can be found on the 
page mentioned above. 
 
I highly recommend you use it. Makes the system a whole lot easier. 
 
Utilizing Peak Traffic Times for your category. 
 
This breaks down into understanding your target audience and when they will be online 
on live chat. So that you can make sure you are online when they are. 
 
A majority of traffic at Live Person is USA traffic. So keep that in mind for time zones. 
 
I am going to list several target groups and they are usually online. All these come from 
my experiences. 
 



Spirituality and Religion – These are usually your everyday normal 9-5 working people 
many of them on the site because they are stressed out and need guidance and help. 
Therefore they are usually on after work. 5pm-7pm are your optimal times. 
 
Finance – These are people who work 9-5 jobs. So 5pm-7pm are your optimal times. 
Unemployed people – These people will be at home and usually wake up around 
lunchtime. I find that between 11am – 2pm are great times for this area. 
 
Education and Tutoring – These are mainly university students ( or college students as 
you Americans call it ) so this will vary throughout the day. Between 3pm-5pm is usually 
a good hot spot. Some experimenting may need to be done though. As different people 
have different times for their university lectures and things. 
 
Social Media – These are people who are trying to work at home. So you will need to be 
on for a majority of the time throughout the day. 
 
Its safe to say that for the most part the rest of the people will be normal 9 – 5 working 
citizens. So as noted in previous examples your best bet is to be on between 5pm – 7pm. 
 
Getting Reviews 
 
Reviews are one of the most important things that you need for LivePerson. They 
determine your trust factor. The more reviews you have, the more customers you will 
have. Also of course they need to be positive reviews. 
 
Reviews hardly need to be anything. It’s the number that matters, so even if people don’t 
comment, just rating stars are enough. 
 
In the start it may be hard without many reviews. But ask your friends and try get reviews 
flowing out. 
 
Personally I have found no wait to get mass reviews as you can not have a free service. 
The 1st free 30 seconds are free. But they have to pay in order to give a review. 
 
I often thought of using Mturk and Microworkers to get some cheap reviews. But this 
obstacle stood in the way. 
 
One way is to use GetAFreeLancer or Elance and leave it upon them to give you reviews. 
Say you will pay $20 for a few hundred reviews. And leave them to figure out how to 
give your reviews.  
 
Personally I prefer to keep it fully whitehat and just stay online a lot at the start and 
slowly build up some reviews. 
 
 
 



Profiting even more from your Chats. 
 
When chatting with someone you are in a trusted position. Therefore if you want to take 
this to a greyhat level you could even promote your own CPA offers to them. For 
example in the health area, you could promote Acai Berry. ( I don’t personally as I 
absolutely hate rebills ) 
 
Some thoughts that I have generated are: 
 
Finance – Free Credit Report Offers 
Technology – Free Iphone/Mac/Mp3 player etc offers 
Spirituality – Those offers where it finds your lovers name and things. 
Education – IQ Quiz 
Counseling – There are affiliate programs that I have heard of ( don’t have any links. 
Google can help though ) that pay $30 per paying customer. 
Social Media – Affiliate with various bots such as SeNuke and explain to them that. 
 
The possibilities are endless. I personally don’t like doing this but if you are willing to its 
another possible option to maximize revenue. 
 
You could also find a PLR ebook about your niche, then change it around a bit and sell it 
to them saying its your full personal guide for the matter on hand. ( Make sure you 
provide a quality product. I don’t want to see people getting ripped off ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



So there you have it. 

I have mentioned the ins and outs of the website LivePerson.com so that you can do what 
I have been doing and profit for yourself. 

With some hard work you too can pump out $100 a day easily or even more by sitting at 
home typing. 

Thanks and good luck to all. 
TheGoodGuy1


